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THE WHOLE STORY
Jasmin Singer went from fat to thin and wrote a memoir about it.

DEREK GOODWIN

BY MERRYN JOHNS

If you don’t have an eating disorder or
a problem with your self-image, you’re
amongst a minority of American women.
According to statistics, around 90 percent
of women have attempted to control their
weight through dieting, and about $40 billion is spent yearly in America on diet-related
products. Perhaps lesbians and queer women are situated outside of this phenomenon,
if one is to believe the recent NIH study claiming that 75 percent of lesbians are obese.
For a real life lesbian encounter with weight
loss, identity, and how to develop a healthy
body image, read Jasmin Singer’s compelling
and unflinchingly honest memoir, Always Too
Much and Never Enough (Berkley). Singer has
wrestled with a food addiction dating back to
her Jersey childhood. Her parents’ divorce,
years of being bullied in high school, and a
date rape are among experiences that have
produced a “deeply buried sadness” that
she smothers with food, especially double
cheeseburgers, cheesesteaks, and pizzas.

Her beautiful size four mother, a chronic
dieter always unhappy with her reflection, introduces her chubby daughter to diets.
As an intelligent drama student, Singer
gives up meat and cultivates her image as
a young, queer, “decadent” vegan with numerous tattoos and an edgy fashion sense.
But she rationalizes her tendency to gorge
(she was 225 pounds and 5’4”) by viewing it
as abundance; as a reward for hard work; almost as altruism—going vegan is not about
losing weight but about saving creatures, not
so much herself.
A turning point comes while at a vegetarian restaurant with friends who recommend
that Singer watch a film about the benefits of
juice fasting. She locks herself in the restaurant bathroom feeling ashamed and somewhat ambushed. And yet it is time to ask
herself, “Why do I feel like shit all the time? I
was young, vegan, and even had a master’s
in health and healing. And yet, I was digging
myself an early grave.”

But Singer watches the film about juice
fasting and replaces her addiction to fatty
foods with juice fasts, eating healthily, and
gradually exercising. Over time, she loses
100 pounds. She now feels “grounded and
healthy,” and, with her wife Mariann—an animal rights lawyer—runs Our Hen House Inc.,
an animal welfare media nonprofit.
Looking back, Singer tells me, “When
I was fat I spent a lot of time and energy
bouncing back and forth between rationalizing my bad relationship with food by
shunning the mainstream negative view of
fatness and secretly feeling shame about
my eating and my body.” She clarifies that
this is only her experience. And it’s also clear
that Singer’s memoir is not a diet book. It’s a
book about reclaiming your body. Her transformation is visible, but the real change is
internal. Her emotional hunger has been replaced by satiety and self-acceptance. “True
health comes from finding abundance,” she
writes, “both on your plate and in your life.”
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